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SUMMARY 

1 Outline consent for the development was granted following a Call In 
Inquiry in December 2006 for 47 affordable dwellings (24 units for rented 
affordable housing and 23 for shared ownership affordable housing) and 47 
open market properties subject to local occupancy restrictions pursuant to 
planning application SL/2005/0976. The 47 affordable dwellings were 
transferred to Impact Housing a Registered Provider.  
 
2. Cabinet minutes from 26 June 2013 have been located which approve 
the terms and conditions relating to the sale of a ransom strip permitting 
affordable housing development at North East Sandylands.  The minutes 
clearly state that ‘Russell Armer Ltd has an option to purchase the land and 
proposes to develop it and convey 47 units (50%) to Impact Housing 
Association Ltd (IHA) to provide affordable rented and shared equity 
houses for local people.  The other 50% will be sold on the open market 
without restrictions’. Appendix 3 (Part II) contains Heads of Terms which 
also refers to the ‘remaining 47 dwelling shall have no restrictions on resale 
(‘the Open Market Units’).  
 
3. Russell Armer Ltd are the applicants and they have confirmed that none of 
the properties constructed pursuant to permission SL2005/0976 were sold 
with the local occupancy condition being registered on the land registry titles. 
Indeed the issue has only came to light due to the diligence of a solicitor who 
queried whether indeed the s106 local occupancy restriction secured pursuant 
permission SL/2005/0976 applied due to there being an anomaly between the 
title deeds and the s106 requirements. We believe a  number of open market 
properties have been sold without the matter arising.  

4. The Council has discussed the matter in detail with the agents  and 
explained that the only way to address this discrepancy was by way of s106A 
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 variation 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

3.That it is agreed that the s106 obligation relating to local occupancy serves 
no useful purpose and that it shall be discharged. This to reflect the facts of 
this particular case and the current legal and policy position resulting in the 
removal of the requirement for local occupancy. The affordable housing 
obligations remain in force.  

 

 

 



DESCRIPTION AND PROPOSAL 

Site description  

64 High Cragg forms part of the completed North East Sandylands  

(Birds Park Farm ) development of 94 houses located at the north 
east of Kendal ( planning reference SL/2015/0976). The Sandylands 
development site  consists of a recently completed residential 
development including paved areas and unpaved areas of informal 
open amenity space, residential land and domestic curtilage.   

 
Proposal 

4.The removal of the S.106 obligation requirement requiring a local 
occupancy condition pursuant to application SL/2019/0540.  

 

Consultation  

5. Site Notice : There were no representations or comments received.  

 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

 

6.1 Legal Services were requested to interpret the s106 agreement dated 1 
December 2006 in relation to land at Rydal Road, Sandylands, Kendal  
(“s106 Agreement“) entered into pursuant to application SL/2015/0976 
following an enquiry from the solicitor of a potential  purchaser of one of the 
properties known as 64 High Cragg Close (formerly Plot 70).  The query 
related to whether or not a local occupancy restriction, in relation to the 
planning obligations,should apply to the property in question.  Arising from 
this and reported as the next item on the agenda, the query led to 
questions being raised about local occupancy restrictions across the 
Sandylands development site.  
 
6.2The Sandylands development site has been developed by Russell 
Armer Ltd for the erection of 94 properties pursuant to application 
SL/2005/0976.  The Council has been informed that there is no restrictive 
covenant registered against the property in relation to 64 High Cragg Close 
or any other properties on the site. It has become clear from the relevant 
documents listed below (some of which are in the public domain) that the 
Council/Secretary of State’s intention was for  47 open market dwellings  to 
be subject to a local occupancy ( “LO “) restriction as part of the planning 
permission. 
   



Unfortunately, the wording of the s106 Agreement is ambiguous. It is 
unclear as to which 47 properties (open market or affordable) should be 
subject to the local occupancy restriction and there is reference to a 
requirement for  further agreement between the Council and the Developer. 
The s106 Agreement is silent on who (the developer or the Council) would 
be responsible for designating the LO properties. It is clear that the 
agreement was intended to follow the IPATH policy approach (the Interim 
Planning Approach to Housing Development). This would imply that the 
local occupancy restriction should apply to both market and affordable 
elements of the scheme.  
 
7.Advice from planning colleagues 
 
7.1 The CIL and Section 106 Officer confirms that where there are houses 
which had such a local occupancy condition through a S106 agreement  
(2005 to 2010 when IPATH was applied). Where this has occurred the CIL 
and S106 Officer has confirmed that it has been considered acceptable to 
vary them under the present policy position. We have 3 examples of this 
linked to IPATH.  
 
7.2 Planning History  

SL/2017/1129  - Variation of condition 2 - surface water drainage scheme - 
attached to planning permission SL/2011/0440 (variation of condition 5 - 
surface water drainage on SL/2005/0976 in relation to outline planning 
permission for residential development of 94 properties – Discharge - 
05/07/2019.  

SL/2017/1124 – Diversion of outfall pipe – Grant – 05/07/2019 

SL/2015/0162 - Variation of Section106 Notice attached to Planning 
Permission SL/2005/0976 (Residential Development) – Grant - 
16/03/2015     

SL/2013/0252 discharge of condition no.7 attached to planning 
permission    SL/2005/0976 - Discharge - 02/10/2013 

SL/2011/0645, Discharge of conditions 6 & 8 on SL/2007/1354 – 
Discharge - 28/02/2012 

SL/2011/0440 - Variation of condition 5 (surface water drainage) on 
SL/2005/0976 – Grant - 30/09/2013 

SL/2010/0102 -  Discharge of condition 7 from planning permission 
SL/2005/0976 – Withdrawn - 04/04/2011 

SL/2010/0043 - Discharge of conditions 5, 6, 7 & 9 on planning 
permission SL/2007/1354 – Discharge - 04/02/2010 



SL/2007/1354 -  Erection of 94 dwellings arm Grant -19/02/2008  

SL/2005/0976 - outline application for residential development of 94 
properties comprising a mix of 1,1.5 and 2 storey dwellings; to 
include 50% affordable provision (47 units) and 50% (47 units) open 
market provision to meet local needs – Grant - 20/03/2007 

 

POLICY ISSUES 

8.1 Policy context at the time of the original decision 
 
Between November 2005 and October 2010, the Council operated a policy 
called IPATH, or Interim Planning Approach to Housing Development. This 
was a non-statutory local approach to the implementation of Structure Plan 
policy which, at that time, was seeking to restrict new house building to 
encourage the development industry to focus on urban areas in need of 
regeneration. IPATH was a stop-gap pending adoption of the Core 
Strategy. 
 
Various adjustments were made to IPATH but the core approach was that 
in the east of the District (everywhere apart from Ulverston and Furness), 
any scheme of 4 dwellings or more must deliver at least 50% affordables 
and that all dwellings be restricted to Local Occupancy (subject to viability). 
 
It was in this context that the original scheme was approved in March 2007. 
 
8.2 Regional Planning Context 
 
IPATH was described as a local approach to the implementation of policies 
of the Cumbria Structure Plan. The Cumbria Structure Plan was 
superseded when the North West Regional Strategy was adopted in 
September 2008. The North West Regional Strategy was initially withdrawn 
in May 2010. This was successfully challenged in the Courts and the 
strategy was re-instated, to be finally abolished in March 2013.  
 
8.3The Core Strategy 
 
In the submission Core Strategy (November 2009) a different approach 
was proposed in draft Policy 6.3 whereby on schemes outside Key Service 
Centres (Kendal, Ulverston, Milnthorpe and Grange):  
 

• there was to be a 35% local occupancy requirement in addition to the 
35% affordable requirement ;and   



• all approvals were to be for local occupancy for schemes of 3 or less. 
 
At the examination (March 2010) – the Inspector was not satisfied that the 
market local occupancy element, in relation to the Core Strategy, was 
justified by the evidence and required changes to the Core Strategy 
deleting the local occupancy element and introducing the viability criterion. 
The amended Policy 6.3 became affordable housing Policy Policy 6.4 of 
the final strategy which was adopted in October 2010. The local occupancy 
requirement remains for affordables.  
 
It is considered that in the local and national policy context, there is no 
basis in Development Plan Policy for applying local occupancy to market 
housing outside the National Parks to be subject to LO.  
 

9 LEGAL ASSESSMENT 

9.1 The Council is required to consider applications for variation of s106 
agreements under S 106A of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 ( as 
amended ) (“ the Act” ). 

The Act provides that an obligation may be modified or discharged by 
agreement at any time.  

The Agreement must be by way of deed. 

The Committee may decide: 

• (a) that the planning obligation shall continue to have effect without 
modification; or 

• (b) if the obligation no longer serves a useful purpose that it shall be 
discharged; or 

• (c) if the obligation continues to serve a useful purpose , but would 
serve that purpose equally well if it had effect subject to modifications 
specified in the application, that it shall have effect subject to those 
modifications. 

• The case of R (Garden and Leisure Group Limited) v North Somerset 
Council (2004) High Court case provides some guidance. The court 
held there are four essential questions to be considered:  

1. What is the current obligation? 

2. What purpose does it fulfil? 

3. Is it a useful purpose ? and 

4. If so, would the obligation serve that purpose equally well if it had 
effect subject to the proposed modifications?  



• In a subsequent  case of R ( Mansfield DC v SSHCLG ) 2018 the 
court concluded that S106A of the Act  does not bring in the full range 
of planning considerations involved in an ordinary decision on the 
grant or refusal of planning permission. That the word planning 
should not be implied into section 106 A of the Act  in order to define 
the category of purpose that the obligation must serve. For reasons 
stated the question was whether the obligation served any useful 
purpose, not any useful planning purpose.  

• The Councils own Cabinet report referenced the Sandylands 
development being sold free of restrictions.The S106 Agreement 
itself did not specifiy which properties the LO was to apply to and this 
was not agreed by the developer or the Council. Forty seven houses 
have been delivered as affordable houses. The Council’s Planning 
Policy team support the discharge of the planning obligations on the 
facts of this specific case.  
 

10.The key issues that apply to this application are:  

• When the scheme was approved, there was an informal policy 
approach (but not a development plan policy) which sought to 
require market local occupancy on schemes in Kendal. That 
approach ceased to apply when the Core Strategy was adopted in 
October 2010. Since that time, there has been no policy basis for 
any requirement for market local needs housing outside the National 
Parks to be subject to LO. 

 

• The legal test outlined above. 

• There is evidence of ambiguity within both the Cabinet report and the 
S106 Agreement.  

• We understand that the houses have not had the local occupancy 
restriction inserted into the conveyances. 

• It is not considered that this will set a precedent as there have been a 
number of cases within Kendal and in the wider district that have 
discharged other similar types of obligation.   

• The application is considered on its facts. 

 

11. It is important to distinguish that the local occupancy restrictions 
imposed by way of s106 agreements are different to those imposed to 
properties previously owned by the Council and part of the stock transfer in.   

 



11.CONCLUSION 

 

That on the facts of this particular case it is considered appropriate and 
reasonable to remove the local occupancy obligation and that the 
obligation is discharged.  

 

12.RECOMMENDATION   

That it is agreed that the s106 obligation relating to local occupancy 
serves no useful purpose and that it shall be discharged. This to 
reflect the facts of this particular case, the current legal and policy 
position resulting in the removal of the requirement for local 
occupancy. The Affordable housing obligations remain in force. 

 

 

 


